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1. Dolgova Kateryna, NAU, Kyiv
   Providing security of logistic chains in civil aviation
   Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

2. Sutulynska Daryna, NAU, Kyiv
   Trends in the international market of aircraft manufacturing
   Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

3. Evgeniya Kuragina, NAU, Kyiv
   Implementation of system approach concept for aviation safety
   Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

4. Yehor Marchuk, NAU, Kyiv
   Security measures against aerodrome navigation equipment cyber threat
   Scientific supervisor – Associate professor A.S. Kryzhanovskiy

5. Anastasiia Chaplygina, NAU, Kyiv
   Information systems for aircraft bird strike protection
   Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

6. Evgen Yatsukhnenko, NAU, Kyiv
   Environment component in aviation safety
   Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

7. Anna Tsyperko, Kirovograd Flight Academy NAU, Kirovograd
   Technical means analysis for airport protection against bioterrorism
   Scientific supervisor – senior teacher O.Y. Ovcharenko

8. Nataliya Reshetova, Kirovograd Flight Academy NAU, Kirovograd
   Specifics of search and rescue operation regional center dispatchers professional activities
   Scientific supervisor – senior teacher Y.S. Mandryk

9. Bogdana Chugay, NAU, Kyiv
   Forming of professional competence of information field
   Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

10. Yuliia Nikolaets, NAU, Kyiv
    Implementation of ICAO Standards and Recommended Practice in Ukraine
    Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

11. Olga Korchevskaya, NAU, Kyiv
    Development of national regulatory base in compliance with EASA requirements
    Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

12. Sergii Ivaniuk, NAU, Kyiv
    Alignment of Ukrainian Air Code of civil aviation with the ICAO Standards and Recommended Practice
    Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova

13. Samir Makhmudov, NAU, Kyiv
    The peculiarities of aircraft landing at the congested airspace
    Scientific supervisor – professor G.A.Suslova